Two-wavelength phase-shifting interferometry insensitive to the intensity modulation of dual laser diodes.
We have constructed two-wavelength phase-shifting interferometry that is insensitive to the intensity changes in interferograms associated with the current variations in two laser-diode (LD) sources by using a newly developed phase-extraction algorithm. The tested phase at a synthetic wavelength can be measured from six interferograms with different phase shifts. The algorithm becomes a simple form for seven interferograms and reduces to a minimum of five phase-shifted data in the proper conditions. We shifted the phases equally in opposite directions to one another by separately varying the stepwise currents in dual LD's on an unbalanced interferometer. The measurement accuracy has been improved compared with that of the two-wavelength four-step method. The phase error caused by the power changes in the dual LD's has been investigated theoretically and experimentally. The experimental results are shown to measure a step object with a 4.6-µm synthetic wavelength.